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Abstract 
Successfully extracting and indexing names from digitized historical documents is 
particularly challenging, and precision and recall are low compared to extracting names 
in similar clean text.  We note, however, that many historical documents contain 
formatted lists containing names; these lists have rich visual context, but valuable layout 
clues are not passed on or used in name recognizers.    We show in this paper how to 
exploit these clues to improve precision and recall results for digitized historical 
documents that contain list patterns for names.  Our solution automatically analyzes a 
document to identify name-list patterns and applies them to better identify names in 
digitized documents.  Preliminary results show that, for the appropriate class of 
documents, the application of name-list patterns improves recall by finding names that 
could not have been recognized by even the best dictionary-based recognizers and 
improves precision by eliminating non-name tokens inadvertently labeled as names by 
recognizers that are too permissive. 
 
1 Introduction 
Historical books such as city directories 
and family histories contain a wealth of 
genealogical information.  It is now 
feasible for libraries to digitize these 
books and make the content 
searchable.  Typically, the visual 
digitization is good, but the OCR is often 
poor, making searchable text of lower 
quality.  Furthermore, we would like to 
do more than just search for text strings.  
Ideally, we would like to extract names, 
dates, and locations and relationships 
among them and make these extracted 
genealogical facts directly queriable.   In 
addition, we would like to provide 
provenance information for query 
results, so that clicking on a result would 
display an image of the original 
document with the information in the 
results highlighted so that a user could 
see and check the results extracted 
from original documents. 
 As a first step toward this goal, we 
would like to be able to extract names of 
people.  The names may be hard to 
identify for several reasons:  (1) OCR 
errors, which make the tokens output by 
the OCR engine unreadable even 
though a human could easily read the 
name in the image.  (2) Some names 

are the same as ordinary words in the 
text; we should not extract these words 
as names.  (3)  Some names may not 
appear in name dictionaries, but should 
still be extracted as names.  (4) Some 
names appear as parts of something 
else such as a company name, a school 
name, or a street name and should not 
be extracted as person names. 
 Typical named entity recognizers 
examine text and text context to 
determine where names begin and end 
[Finkel05].  They may use a variety of 
features including dictionary lookup, 
word context, and internal character n-
grams. 
 A second approach involves hand 
crafted rules and dictionaries 
[Grover08]. The Ontology Extraction 
System (OntoES) also takes this 
approach to named entity recognition 
[Embley99].  We use OntoES as our 
baseline extractor in our work. 
 We consider a special class of 
documents, in which names are found in 
lists with a consistent alignment.  For 
example, city directories tend to contain 
left-aligned names.  Yearbooks tend to 
contain left- or right-aligned names or 
centered names.  In addition to these 
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restrictions, we assume that the lists are 
mostly composed of names. 
 The named entity recognizers 
described above do not necessarily take 
advantage of formatting information.  
Considering Figure 1, which is a city 
directory, it is easy to see a list pattern 
for names.  A name appears at the 
beginning of a non-indented line.  A 
comma terminates the name on the 
right.  Following the comma additional 
information appears, sometimes with 
text that looks like names but is not a 
name.  The list-of-names recognizers 
we present in this paper identify names 
in lists by left and right context, which 
may be either spatial or textual. 
 When names truly are in lists, this 
technique improves recall because it 
identifies names in the list that may not 
be identified by other means.  For 
example, in Figure 1, the baseline 
recognizer does not identify “Coleman 
Rodey” because the given name is not 
in the lexicon.  The technique improves 
precision because it eliminates spurious 
names that are in the text but not in the 
list.  For example, in Figure 1, the 
baseline recognizer identifies “Myrtle” 
and “T Loo”, but these should not be 
recognized as names.  The first, which 
comes from the end of the line of the 
last entry (for “Coleman Taylor”) is a 
location designator.  The other comes 
from an OCR error at the bottom of the 
page, in which the “2300” and part of the 
“M” from “C. M. SMITH” are recognized 
by the OCR engine as “T Loo”.  These 
errors are visible in bold in Figure 2, 
which contains the beginning and end of 
the OCR text for the page in Figure 1. 
 We present the details of our list-
pattern recognizer and some preliminary 
results showing how it could improve 
both recall and precision as follows.  In 
Section 2, we describe our baseline 
name extractor.  In Section 3, we give a 
brief overview of the preprocessing 
steps.  Section 4 describes the 
algorithm for identifying tab stops.  In 
Section 5, we explain how to apply the 

results in our system.  We give some 
qualitative results in section 6 and some 
concluding remarks in section 7. 
 

 
Figure 1.  A sample page from a city 
directory. 
 

« i ADAVS & FA..S. Real Estate 

&Insnrance, 2006 1st AVENUE, 

BIRMINGHAM CITY DIRECTORY. IST) 

Cole Wm C (Reamer, Cole & Co), 

res 411 19th 

... 

Coleman Taylor, e, lab, res al 

bet 1st and 2d aves e of Myrtle, 

Avondale I"* III OLIITIJ JP Pfl 

LUMBER DEALERS. LJ. 'T Loo . Ofl 

Ifl Ot !lAI. Special Selection, 

for M^R.6 AVENUE. FLOORING, 

CEILING & FINISHING H m r m CO? 

"I m f H H£ B/2 H<£ wsr" MC wSS 

HCR ¥ £5 00 f t g$ g* CD O&2 va> 
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Figure 2.  Selected OCR text from the 
sample page. 
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2 Baseline Name Extractor 
Our baseline name extractor is 
independent of the visual layout and 
formatting of a page.  It accepts input 
from the OCR engine, such as the data 
shown in Figure 2.  It uses hand-coded 
regular expressions and dictionaries to 
identify names of people.  The results of 
the baseline extractor are shown below 
in Figure 7. 
 We assumed that a hand-coded 
rule-based approach would give 
reasonable performance from a low 
initial investment.  We expect the 
baseline name extractor to be accurate 
enough to identify regions or contexts 
containing lists of names.  Once a 
region is identified, it is treated as a list 
of names.  If the region is indeed a list of 
names, the algorithm should identify the 
more complete list of names. 
 We believe this is reasonable for 
many documents that are of interest to 
genealogists. 
  
3 OCR Preparation 
Our corpus consists of images, text, and 
word bounding boxes from a third-party 
source.  Because the data comes from a 
variety of OCR engines, we run some 
preprocessing steps to put the data in a 
suitable form. 
 A first step is separating columns 
and pages.  In our example, we have 
manually cropped one page from a two-
page image.  Cropping prevents 
subsequent algorithms from interleaving 
pages or columns. 
 Next, the code combines bounding 
boxes into lines (see Figure 3).  
Although the OCR engine has already 
identified lines, we repeat the process 
using our own algorithm to ensure 
uniformity. 
 

 
Figure 3.  Word bounding boxes. 
 
4 Marker Insertion 
 Now that the page is separated into 
lines, we need to find the tab stops.  
OCR is inherently a noisy process.  
Page rotation and other process 
variations make it unreasonable to 
expect lines to be exactly left-aligned. 
 In order to find tab stops, we use a 
modified RANSAC algorithm 
[Fischler81].  The basic idea is to select 
a pair of bounding boxes and draw an 
imaginary stripe connecting the left 
corners of the two bounding boxes and 
extending across the length of the page.  
If a maximal number of bounding boxes 
are within a threshold of this stripe, then 
the stripe is accepted as a tab stop.  
The affected lines of text are marked 
accordingly, and the process is repeated 
on the remaining lines of text. 
 In Figure 4, the lines indicate the 
approximate tab stops that were found.  
The third stop, shown in gray, is an 
incorrect identification.  It only applies to 
three lines of text, and does not seem to 
affect the quality of the results.  We 
expect better results in the future as we 
tighten the parameters for the tab-
finding algorithm. 
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Figure 4.  Tab stops identified by the 
modified RANSAC algorithm. 
 
 Once the tab stops are found, the 
code inserts markers into the token 
stream.  These are shown in Figure 5. 
 
[NO-TAB]« [NO-TAB]i [TAB1]ADAVS 

& FA..S. Real Estate &Insnrance, 

[NO-TAB]2006 1st AVENUE, 

[TAB3]BIRMINGHAM CITY DIRECTORY. 

[NO-TAB]IST) [TAB1]Cole Wm C 

(Reamer, Cole & Co), res 411 

19th [TAB1]Cole Win D, boarding, 

19th cor Arlington ave. Bessemer 

[TAB1]Cole Wm P, res 1712 2d ave 

[TAB1]Coleman Adaline, c, 

domestic J L Davis [TAB1]  

Figure 5.  Token stream with 
formatting markers. 
 
5 Pattern Finding and Name 

Extraction 
 Once the baseline extractor has 
identified names and the RANSAC 

margin finder has identified tab stops, 
the algorithm searches for salient 
patterns.  The process is simple. 
 For each name identified by the 
baseline, the algorithm takes the token 
immediately to the left and the token 
immediately to the right.  These left/right 
pairs are counted and sorted.  Any 
token pairs with a count above a 
threshold are taken as potential 
patterns.  The pattern with the highest 
count is taken as the most salient 
pattern. 
 
Left context: [TAB1] 

Right context: "," 

21 occurrences 

Figure 6.  The most salient context 
pair from the example. 
 
 Now that the patterns are identified, 
the algorithm applies the most salient 
pattern to extract names from the 
document.  The extractor simply looks 
for strings surrounded by the left and 
right context, and extracts them as 
names.  Results are given in the 
following section. 
 
6 Sample Results 
We are still working towards an 
annotated corpus in which we can 
appropriately and completely test our 
system.  However, we will give 
preliminary results of running the 
algorithm on this particular example, in 
Figure 7 and Figure 8. 
 Figure 7 shows the results of the 
baseline extractor.  Figure 8 shows the 
results of the pattern-based extraction. 
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Figure 7.  Baseline name extraction.   
Large rectangles are artifacts of the 
display code and result from phrases 
that span multiple lines.  This image has 
been edited to compensate for a display 
error. 
 
 On our selected example, the 
baseline precision was 23/41 (56.10%), 
with a recall of 23/37 (62.16%) and an 
F1-score of 58.97%.  The pattern 
approach gave a precision of 42/51 
(82.35%), a recall of 28/37 (75.68%), 
and an F1-score of 78.87%.  This is a 
hand-picked training example, and blind 
results are not yet available for lack of 
annotated data. 
 

 
Figure 8.  Pattern-based extraction. 
 
 The pattern-based extractor 
improves recall by correctly recognizing 
newlines.  For example, the baseline 
extractor (Figure 7) extracts incorrect 
names such as “Bessemer Cole Wm”, 
“Davis Coleman Bettie”, and “Mill 
Coleman”.  (Multi-line entries are the 
large boxes in the figure because of the 
way that we currently combine bounding 
boxes.  For example, “Bessemer” can 
be found at the upper right corner of the 
large box near the top of Figure 7.) 
  These cost both precision and recall 
because the incorrect match overlaps 
the true value and prevents it from being 
found.  The pattern-based extractor 
correctly identifies these regions. 
 The pattern-based method also 
improves precision by not picking up 
spurious entries in the middle of the text.  
The baseline extracted the street name 
“Myrtle”, the company name fragments 
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“Bradstreet” and “Whilden &”, and some 
misrecognized OCR text near the 
middle of the page.  The pattern 
extractor did not pick up these entries. 
 The pattern extractor still leaves 
room for improvement.  For example, it 
does not pick up the names “H M 
Archibald” or “F B Hemphill” from the 
inner regions of the text.  It can also run 
past the end of a name if the right 
context is absent or lost in the OCR 
process.  In Figure 8, the first name is 
misrecognized as “Cole Wm C 
(Reamer” because of a missing comma 
following the “C”. 
 
7 Conclusions 
We have presented a simple system 
that may improve name recognition in 
certain types of documents.  We expect 
to find further improvements as we 
apply the system to a larger volume and 
variety of data. 
 For future work, we plan to develop 
or find an annotated corpus containing 
an ample quantity and variety of data 
within this domain.  We expect that 
additional development data will drive 
further improvements in the algorithm.  
A blind data set from a separate set of 
books within the genre would enable a 
meaningful evaluation of the results. 
 We plan to extend the pattern finder 
to work with centered and right-justified 
names, and other text patterns.  A 
practical system should also 
discriminate between regions that 
contain helpful patterns and regions that 
do not. 
 Finally, the layout features described 
here could be used in a machine 
learning framework. 
 This work is focused on the types of 
lists found in directories and 
genealogical books.  While much work 
remains, our preliminary results suggest 
that formatting information can be used 
to improve name recognition. 
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